
Breakthrough automation for 
your Kongsberg cutting tables
Increase throughput with a wide range  
of automation options
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Future of digital packaging workflows

Why automate?
Digital flatbed and large format printers are getting faster. So what does that mean for you? It means 

that the rest of your workflow needs to keep up! File preparation, finishing, shipping... you need to 

ensure that your processes are efficient.

Kongsberg digital cutting solutions increase the throughput by intelligent automation and by integrating 

cutting tables with workflow software for production control. Market research shows that automating 

the finishing process is becoming more and more essential.
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How can you automate your workflow?
1. Boost throughput by removing waste in your workflow
Many companies are confronted with the same challenge: how to produce more without increasing 

headcount. One of the most profitable ways is to boost the throughput of your complete workflow. 

Esko helps companies to remove waste from their production cycle, from preflighting incoming files 

all the way to shipping the finished jobs.

Waste takes many forms: waiting for a customer approval is waste, relying on an operator to put 

material on a cutting table is waste as well. Are you sure you’ve eliminated all the bottle necks and 

reduced the set-up times throughout your workflow?

Top 7 areas to reduce waste

1. Never ending approval cycles

2. Graphical files riddled with mistakes

3. Missing CAD design skills

4. Lack of production control

5. Lack of cutting table skills

6. Material handling by operators

7. Shipping & logistics



2. Increase throughput on your cutting tables
Increasing throughput begins with picking the right cutting table. It ’s not just about the speed and 

the throughput of the cutting table; it ’s also about ‘operator friendliness’ and easy set-up.

Consider this: how easy is it to hire, train and retain an operator? How straightforward is your complete 

production workflow? How easy is it to get started with your cutting tables?

Esko’s Kongsberg cutting tables are user-friendly and allow even the most novice operator to get 

results. To take your finishing production one step further, the Kongsberg tables can also be paired 

with a range of automation hardware to further increase throughput.

Increase cutter  
throughput by



3. Extend your table with hardware automation
Kongsberg cutting tables are designed for f lexibility and throughput. There are many ways to 

automate certain parts of the finishing workflow and reduce equipment idle time, no matter what 

material you need to process.

Robotic Material Handler
A Kongsberg cutting table combined with the 

Robotic Material Handler enables you to add a 3rd 

production shift without adding headcount. The 

Robotic Material Handler is the ultimate, most 

advanced sheet handling solution for digital finishing 

companies in the sign, display, folding carton and 

corrugated markets.

The Robotic Material Handler loads and unloads 

directly from and to the pallet ensuring high precision 

at all times. It is capable of handling corrugated, 

paper core boards and plastics quickly and accurately 

with a maximum of three cycles per minute in a 

continuous material flow. 
Enjoy a 360 video experience of the 
Robotic Material Handler in action

www.esko.com/360-robotics



Sheet feeder & stacker 
The Kongsberg Automate Feeder and Stacker 

are the perfect way to increase productivity and 

give your business a competitive edge. It ’s an 

easy to use pallet-to-pallet solution. 

With stack height at 915 mm/36 in and quick 

automatic load cycles, it is the optimal solution 

for short run production on all typical packaging 

and display materials.

What ’s more, the addit ion of the unique 

Underside Camera takes away the manual 

processes of checking each sheet and calculating 

registration marks.  

 

The  Underside  Camera  scans  the  underside  

of  the sheet quickly and automatically locates  

the  registration  marks,  barcodes  and  the 

corner of the sheet – saving the operator between 

20-30 minutes per set up! 

Underside Camera
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Take Up Unit for flexible materials
The Kongsberg Take Up Unit for flexible materials 

makes roll-to-roll workflows easier. The unit makes 

finishing digitally printed jobs on rolls, and collecting 

waste, very straightforward.

Winding roll to roll: The Kongsberg Take Up unit 

is perfect for kiss-cutting adhesive vinyl. The 

cut material ends up on a neatly wound roll so it 

becomes easier to handle in the rest of the workflow 

(e.g. when stripping and adding application tape). 

Winding up waste material: Separating the waste 

from your f inished material can be a hassle. It 

takes time, effort, and your waste bin f ills up 

quickly. The Kongsberg Take Up Unit makes this 

a whole lot easier and cost efficient. The finished 

material ends up in the integrated collector 

basket automatically ; the waste material is 

wound on another roll.

Multi-Zone production 
Unlock the power of the Kongsberg cutting 

table. Kongsberg tables are able to work 

with two work zones independently: multi-

zone finishing.

This is particularly useful with the larger 

Kongsberg tables. While one zone of the 

table is in action, an operator can set up 

the other zone by clearing the finished piece 

and loading a new sheet.



TESTIMONIAL

Cartonéo combined a HP Scitex 1100 with 
an automated Kongsberg solution
Cardboard manufacturer Cartonéo (France) invested in a latest generation HP Scitex digital 1100 

printer and partnered that press with a Kongsberg C66 cutting table, complete with a robotic loading 

and offloading solution.,the Kongsberg Robotic Material Handler.

This combination results in greater production automation and opens new large format packaging 

and POS markets.

Mr. Edmond Perrier,  
CEO, Cartonéo, explains

The investment in a Kongsberg C66 cutting table with robotic automation followed 

our decision to invest in a digital printing press, to cost effectively manufacture large format 

printed packaging and displays in a variety of run lengths. 

 

The new press has enabled us to win several key contracts, which is why we also added the 

integrated production solution to complete the work to a high standard. With both, we are 

now very busy and competitive in the market for short run production of display materials.



TESTIMONIAL

Data Image future-proofs its digital finishing 
business with Kongsberg C66 & Robotic 
Material Handler 
Data Image Group Ltd is a UK provider of large format graphic and point of sale services for the 

cosmetics, fashion, retail and automotive industries. The company has a vast range of digital printing 

devices as well as the largest installation of digital cutting tables in the UK.

Data Image Group sees automation as the corner stone to ensure that cutting keeps pace with its 

ever accelerating print capability. In order to take automation to the next level the company boosted 

their production with a Robotic Material Handler.

Rob Farfort,  
Founder and Owner of Data Image explains

“With Esko’s robotic innovation we are part of the future of the large format industry. 

Robotic material handling is the future for our industries. As devices get faster and faster - manual 

handling will become a thing of the past. We can now redeploy and re-train our staff - giving them 

new opportunities and adding value to our business. 

 

Esko’s innovative software and hardware are changing the game for the LF sector. Our 

business model is built on lean manufacturing principles. This technology allows us to 

handle multiple material types at any one time - meeting the needs of our customer base. 

With 14 Cutting Tables working 24/7 we are pushing new boundaries in productivity.”
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How can Esko help?
Esko helps companies like yours reduce waste in their 
workflow. With Esko’s solutions, you can streamline 
your operations ‘From order in to invoice out’. 

 • Find out how to remove waste here.

 • For specific hardware automation for the 

Kongsberg tables, please check here.

 • You can always talk to us at info.eur@esko.com.
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